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Industry at a Glance
Alberta is Canada’s energy Province, with environmentally-responsible oil & gas production 
and value-added processing remaining - by far - the largest contributors to the Province’s GDP, 
capital investments and exports.

However, Alberta is also home to a rapidly-expanding renewable energy sector. These Green 
Energy firms and high-growth-potential industry clusters are helping diversity Alberta’s economy, 
attract new investment, create new jobs and reduce emissions.

The ongoing advancement of renewable energy technologies - combined with Alberta’s and 
Central Alberta’s numberous natural advantages for renewable energy development - clearly 
bodes well for the further development of the Green Energy sector across the Central Alberta 
region.
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Central Alberta Green Energy 
Opportunity Areas

Central Alberta offers a wide range of opportunities - short term, medium term, and longer term 
- for renewables, bio-fuels and energy efficiency investment and development

Identified opportunity areas include:

additional ‘mid capacity factor’ wind energy projects

solar photovoltaic

geothermal

sustainable biomass

micro-generation

energy efficiency

demand side management

renewable fuels or ‘bio-fuels’ such as ethanol and biodiesel
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Industry at a Glance
Alberta has long had a market-based electricity system that has welcomed green power. Under 
the previous government’s Climate Leadership Plan, additional supportive and transformational 
incentives were provided to further encourage the development of renewable energy projects 
across the Province. 

Three rounds of a competitive auction process were recently completed under these incentive 
structures and, as a result, another 1,363 megawatts (MW) in renewable energy capacity will 
soon be added to Alberta’s electricity generation mix.

What these competitive auctions demonstrated is that renewable energy technologies have 
advanced to the point where Alberta is now seeing some of the lowest prices for renewable 
power in Canada - particularly for wind and solar.

While 10% of Alberta’s electricity generation currently comes 
from renewable sources, a 15% share is projected for 2022 
under current build-out and project approvals forecasts. What is 
also evident is that the impetus for future growth and expansion 
in renewables now appears to be shifting to more market-driven 
considerations.

In fact, there are now several Alberta-based renewable energy 
projects where the economics would now appear to stand on 
their own merits, even in the absence of the types of government 
supports and incentives often provided in the past.
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Competitive 
Advantage
While the previous goverment’s Climate Leadership 
Plan certainly contributed to an increase in Alberta’s 
renewable energy capacity, there is no doubt 
that the current Alberta government also remains 
firmly committed to strengthening the Province’s 
positioning as a global energy and innovative leader.

The transition to a more environmentally-conscious 
business climate and the shift to more sustainable 
and environmentally-responsible energy sources 
is already creating significant new investment and 
growth opportunities in Alberta’s renewable energy 
sector. Once again, this includes areas such as:

wind energy, solar photovoltaic, 
geothermal, sustainable biomass, small 

hydro, micro-generation, energy efficiency, 
demand side management, and renewable 

fuels or ‘bio-fuels’ such as ethanol, 
biodiesel and biogas.
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As part of the federal goverment’s coal (phase-out) regulations, it is forecast that 
Alberta will need to develop 5,000 MW of new, cleaner energy capacity - with 
much of this being in the increasingy price-competitive renewable energy sector. 
In total, the required coal replacement and/or coal-to-gas conversion build-out 
is estimated to represent about $12 billion in new private sector investment 
and potentially another 7,000 - 8,000 new direct and indirect jobs by the early 
2030’s.

With coal-fired electricity generation currently acounting for about 50% of Alberta’s electricity 
generation mix, these timelines are indeed bold and reflect the range of new and emerging 
investment opportunities available in Alberta’s renewable energy sector ... especially 
opportunities across Central Alberta. Furthermore, the need to develop these resrouces 
is expected to continue to increase as population and growth-driven demand for energy 
continues to rise in Alberta.

Competitive Advantage



Since 1996, peak demand has increased by over 4,000 MW, and the population has increased 
by 1.3 million. Both are expected to increase in the year ahead, adding to the opportunities 
available for innovative, lower-carbon solutions in meeting Alberta’s furture energy needs.

Over the next decade, the federal goverment’s policy and regulatory commitments to address 
climate change will continue to fundamentally change and rebalance Alberta’s electricity 
system.

But with change, comes opportunity, including a whole host of attractive 
investment and business development opportunities in Central Alberta.
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Alberta’s 2015 Climate Leadership Plan committed the province to:

phasing out all cole-fired electricity generation by 2030

generating 30% of its electricity from renewable sources by 2030

providing various program-driven incentives to further the 
advancement of renewable energy technologies

providing various procurement-driven incentives to spur the 
development of renewable energy projects

encouraging increased energy efficiency - across each of the 
residential, commercial, institutional and industrial user categories
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Increasing Role of Renewables
It is forecast that 15% of Alberta’s electricity will come from increasingly price-competitive, 
consumer-driven or ‘in-demand’ renewable sources such as wind and solar by 2022.

In addition to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the required coal replacement is estimated to 

represent about $12 billion in new private sector investment - and potentially another 
7,000 - 8,000 new direct and indirect jobs by the early 2030’s.

Alberta’s Electricity Generation Mix: 2018 and 2022 (F)
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Leadership,  
Innovation and  
Competitiveness

While most of Alberta’s larger-scale wind 
energy projects traditionally located 
in the southern parts of the Province, 
technological advancements and better 
wind mapping data and analysis continues 
to generate significant interest in wind 
energy projects across Central Alberta.

EDP Renewables (a subsidiary of a large 
French-based renewable energy company) 
successful proposal to develop a 248 MW 
wind farm in East Central Alberta, to be 
operational by early 2020, is another sign 
of the interest being shown by potential 
developers and investors in and around 
the Central Alberta Region.

The previous Alberta government put in 
place a number of renewable, alternative 
energy and energy efficiency programs to 
further encourage and incentivize private 
investment in support of a more reliable, 
environmentally-sustainable electricity 
system.

Similar programming is also available for 
liquid bio-fuels such as 

biodiesel, ethanol and pyrolysis oil, 
biogas production from farm-based 
anaerobic digesters, and electricity 
generation from wood by-products, 
renewable fuels or bio-fuels projects.

Information and updates on these 
programs and links to other goverment 
funding incentive programming are 
accessible at www.alberta.ca/renewable-
and-alternative-energy-programs
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As previously stated, however, technological 
advancement - combined with Alberta’s 
existing natural advantages and competitive 
strengths in renewables - is pointing to 
even stronger investment potential for new 
market-based, consumer-driven renewable 
energy projects. This is certainly the case for 
the Central Alberta region.

The next stage in the evolution of Alberta’s 
renewable energy sector will likely be 
characterized by this shift to make more 
market-based considerations as the primary 
drivers of new project development. Clearly, 
balancing responsible (and effective) action 
on climate change with consumer affordability 
and business cometitiveness will continue to 
be key priorities for government.

Leadership,  
Innovation and  
Competitiveness
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Central Alberta Advantage!
The Central Alberta region’s key competitiveness and investment attraction 

drivers for continued growth and development in the renewable energy sector 
include:

A highly-strategic location - with widely-recognized natural and logistical advantages for 
renewable energy development.

A critical mass of best-in-class service and supply companies, in addition to welcoming supply 
chain partners.

An innovative and skilled workforce (supported by world class post-secondary institutions such 
as Red Deer College, Olds College and Burman University).

A pro-competitive tax and highly-innovative and entrepreneurial business climate.

An enviable standard of living and high quality of life for residents.



Central Alberta Economic Partnership
5013 - 49 Avenue

Red Deer, AB T4N 3X1

Phone: (403) 357-2237      Website: caepalberta.com

Learn More About These and Other Central 
Alberta Opportunities
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Capital Power’s $360 million, 150 MW Halkirk Wind Project, located in 
the Halkirk area of Central Alberta (about 40 km east of Stettler), began 

commercial operations on December 1, 2012.

Halkirk Wind remains one of Alberta’s largest wind power facilities, 
producing enough energy to power up to 50,000 Alberta homes.


